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In the Service of American Art

A new Whitney Museum is rising on the corner of

Madison Avenue and East 75th Street.

The new Museum reflects the growing quality,

diversity, and volume of artistic production in the United

States today. It represents a total $S-million investment

an act of faith in American philanthropy's readiness to

support American art for its own intrinsic value and as

a force of vital relevance to national purpose.

With your help, the Whitney Museum will move into

a new era of service to American art, support for

American artists, and stimulation of greater public

enjoyment and appreciation of art in all its forms.

By Tradition and by Conviction

From its beginnings a half-century ago in Gertrude

Vanderbilt Whitney's studio, the Whitney Museum has

held to its founder's principles:

Artistic creation is essential in the life of any nation.

The contemporary art of a nation has a special

importance for its people, regardless of comparisons

with the art of the past or other countries.

A museum's most valuable function is not merely

conserving tradition but playing an active part in the

creative processes of its time.

Present-day American art is extremely diverse,

creativity exists in many forms, and this calls for a

broad viewpoint recognizing all vital tendencies from

traditional to advanced.

A museum should always be open to the new, the

young, and the experimental; it should never forget

that the artist is the prime mover in all artistic matters

and it should respect his individuality.

This is why the Whitney Museum of American Art exists

and this is why an $S-million capital program has been

undertaken to construct a more adequate building and

to expand its services. By tradition and by conviction, the

Whitney Museum's central aim continues to be the

support and encouragement of the best in American art.

To See, To Understand, To Enjoy

The Whitney Museum is today the leading public gallery

devoted exclusively to American art. Its purchases,

exhibitions, and publications have made the art of

America ever more widely seen, understood, and enjoyed.

Purchases

The Whitney Museum spends upwards of $50,000

annually in acquiring paintings, sculpture, and drawings

for its permanent collection. When the new building is

completed, the Museum will be able to keep on view at

all times the most comprehensive survey of

20th-century American art to be found anywhere. Its

importance as a cultural resource lor Americans and for

visitors from abroad is immeasurable.

But it is not only the public which benefits from the

Museum's purchases. The majority of acquisitions are

works by living artists, to whom sales mean both financial

support and a recognition of their place in our society.

To the young artist particularly, a Museum purchase is

often the crucial step in his professional career.

The Whitney Museum is unique in this respect: it

makes its purchases through a small committee instead of

the cumbersome machinery common in larger institutions

More than once it has quietly rescued artists from

financial crises (such as eviction from their studios) by

purchases made within 24 hours of their appeal. Such
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Partial view of the fourth floor gallery, showing movable floor-to-ceiling partitions and large window alcove,



purchases arc not made unless the quality of the work

warrants them, but their timing has saved much human

suffering. They are witness to the Museum's long tradition

of service to the living artist.

Exhibitions

The Whitney Museum originates several loan exhibitions

every year and, in addition, opens its galleries to important

shows organized by museums outside New York.

This active schedule of changing exhibitions ranges

through the history of American art and is a vital part

of the Museum's function.

The schedule includes annual surveys of contemporary

paintings, prints, drawings, and sculpture; regional

shows, such as the recent Maine and Its Artists and

50 California Artists; one-man retrospectives like those

devoted in recent years to Hans Hofmann and Edward

Hopper or to younger artists in mid-career, such as

James Brooks and Jack Tworkov; historical shows, such

as American Painting, 1865-1905; exhibitions tracing the

course of trends and movements, including the Decade

of the Armor}' Show and Between the Fairs; demonstra-

tions of technical and esthetic experiments, a memorable

example being Sculpture by Herbert Ferber to Create

an Environment; Young America exhibitions, and

many others.

The Museum's exhibitions, like its purchases, are

principally devoted to the work of living artists. They not

only bring art of merit to the public in new and

illuminating ways, but also serve the artist, sometimes

even more dramatically than purchases.

Publications

Most of the Museum's exhibitions are accompanied by

illustrated and documented catalogues, written for the

layman. These are generally issued also as hard-cover

books, often with expanded texts and reproductions.

Also, the Museum has published monographs and broad

histories of American art which are not connected with

exhibitions, such as American Art of Our Century,

by Lloyd Goodrich and John I. H. Baur.

The Museum's publications program in the Ameriean

field is probably the most active of its kind. It serves

several vital purposes: to extend the Whitney's activities

to audiences in all parts of the country and abroad;

to constitute a permanent record of otherwise ephemeral

events, such as loan exhibitions; and to illuminate the

unfolding history of American art.

A Sign of National Vitality

The quickening pace of American art is a sign of national

vitality, of a country finding its expression.

Its statistical proof is the increase of American artists

and art teachers from 80,000 to 105,000 in the past decade,

according to the Census Bureau. In New York City alone,

approximately 400 galleries exhibit an estimated 50,000

new paintings and sculpture every year.

The audience for contemporary American art is

growing proportionately. While it is only a small part

of the public that regularly attends the movies or watches

television, it is larger than at any time in modern history;

its ranks are swelling as the concepts of modern art

become more widely understood.

The Whitney Museum has been an active force in this

ferment—a leader in recognizing unknown and experi-

mental artists and in assisting a wide range of living

artists. Sloan, Marsh, Stuart Davis, Kuniyoshi, Burchfield,

Tomlin, Richard Pousette-Dart, Reder, Roszak, and
Top to hottom: Demuth; Kuniyoshi;

Burchfield; Sloan; Baskin.



Longitudinal Cross Section

A Second Lower Level (storage)

B Sculpture Storage

C Receiving Room and Truck Dock
D Auditorium and Second Floor Galleries, including

the Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney Memorial Gallery

E Third Floor Gallery

F Fourth Floor Gallery and Side Galleries

G Offices, Trustees Room, and Terraces

H Mechanical Equipment Center

J Cafeteria and Friends Dining Room and Lounge
K Sculpture Gallery (interior)

L Sculpture Garden (exterior)

M Main Lobby
N Entrance Rridge and Canopy
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Zorach are among the noted artists who received early

public recognition in one-man shows at the Whitney

Studio Club, or later at the Museum.

In recent years, the United States has become one of

the great centers of artistic creation, exerting a major

influence on contemporary art throughout the world. It

is now the Whitney's opportunity and responsibility to

grow with the art it has so successfully served.

More Space Has Become Imperative

Further growth is impossible in the Museum's present

building, which cannot be expanded and whose facilities

are severely limited.

The Whitney owns the largest and most comprehensive

public collection of its kind anywhere; yet only a small

part of it—sometimes none—can be shown in the present

Museum while loan exhibitions are in progress. Space

limitations also hamper programs of acquisition and

education. More room has become imperative if the

Museum is to keep pace with America's artistic growth.

In the light of these needs, the Trustees and staff

conducted an exhaustive study to determine the physical

facilities needed. They reviewed the Museum's activities

to determine how they might be enlarged and adapted to

meet current and probable future developments in

Americ an art. These studies indicated a need for a new
building that would provide three times the presently

available exhibition and storage area.

A site was selected on the southeast corner of Madison

Avenue and East 75th Street. Simultaneously, the Museum
was able to sell its present building to the Museum of

Modern Art on an advantageous basis.

Breuer's Achievement

After reviewing the work of many architects, the Trustees

selected Marcel Breuer to design the new Museum, The
result promises to be an eminently functional building

that will itself be a work of art.

Although he has been practicing architecture in this

country for almost 30 years and is an American citizen,

Mr. Breuer's international reputation rests principally on

his work in Europe—notably the UNESCO headquarters

in Paris. The Whitney commission is his first major

1 uilding in Manhattan ( in 1949 he designed the famous

"butterfly" house for the Museum of Modern Art ) and

his first museum.
Working with the Trustees and staff, Mr. Breuer made

a thorough study of the Museum's needs and evolved an

exceptionally practical design, in harmony with the

nature of the Whitney's functions.

The seven-story building ( two below street level and

five above) is sculptural in concept. It should, Mr. Breuer

says, transform "the vitality of the street into the sincerity

and profundity of art."

The building's unique facade and glass frontage

encourage visitors to come forward and enter. The
approach is by means of a concrete bridge over u sunken

sculpture garden, which merges with a similar indoor

gallery through a glass wall. This indoor gallery rises

two stories in height, making possible the exhibition of

monumental or suspended sculpture.

The main exhibition galleries occupy three upper
floors. Two types are planned. One is open, uncluttered

by piers or columns, and designed for subdivision In

means of movable floor-to-ceiling partitions. The other

consists of smaller, permanent rooms, with wood panelled

walls, carpeting, and comfortable sofas and chairs to

create more intimate settings.

Top to bottom : Lipchitz; Dillon

Shalia; WVImt; de Kooning.



First Lower Level

A Sculpture Garden (exterior)

B Sculpture Gallery (interior)

C Cafeteria and Kitchen Complex
D Friends Dining Room and Lounge
E Sculpture Storage

Ground Floor

A Sculpture Garden ( upper portion

)

B Sculpture Gallery (upper portion

)

C Main Lobby
D Special-Purpose Gallery

E Entrance bridge

F Temporarv Storage

G Information Desk
H Cloak Room

Second Floor

A Gallery

B Gertrude Yanderbilt Whitney
Memorial Galleries

C Auditorium-Gallery

D Storage

Third Floor

A Gallery (full floor)
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First Lower Level

Ground Floor

Mezzanine

A Library

B Office Expansion Space

Fourth Floor

A Gallery

B Side Gallerj

C Side Gallery

D Side Gallery

E Restoration Laboratory

Fifth Floor

A Trustees Room
B Staff Lounge and Kitchenette

C Reception Lobby
D Rooi Terrace

E Roof Terrace

F Director's and Associate

Director's Offices

G Friends of the

Whitney Museum Office

H Offices

Second Floor

Fifth Floor

Mtzxonlnt



Staff offices and a library are located on the fifth floor

and mezzanine. Roof terraces provide space for plantings

and sculpture, while surrounding parapet walls assure

privacy.

A public restaurant and adjoining dining room and

lounge for the Friends of the Whitney Museum are

located on the sculpture gallery level. A much-needed

auditorium, which will double as a gallery when not in

use, is located on the second floor.

The Means to an End

These excellent facilities represent the means to an end.

W illi them, the W hitney Museum will be in a position to

meet its mounting responsibilities as a national center

of American art.

To make the Museum's Annuals and other surveys more

comprehensive in their geographical coverage, the

Museum plans an enlarged traveling program for its

directors and curators, so that the major art centers in the

United States will be visited by a member of the Whitney's

staff at least once a year.

The Museum has recently reentered the field of prints.

Prints were collected and shown by the Museum in its

early years, but for various reasons these activities were

not continued. Today creative work in old and new
print media has grown so notably that the Whitney will

renew its activities in this important branch of the arts.

The Museum has also announced that it will resume

collecting in the early American field while continuing

to emphasize contemporary art. The Whitney started

as a museum covering the whole span of American art,

but in 1949 it sold its collection of work done before 1900

in order to concentrate its then limited resources on

building up the finest possible 20th-century collection.

The Museum has never had a formal education depart-

ment. In a sense its whole program has been educational;

but the new building, with its auditorium, will open

new possibilities for lectures, symposia, film showings,

and related activities. An organized program is now being

planned.

More space, more exhibitions, more purchases, more
publications, more educational activities and more
systematic coverage of art in all parts of the country

will strengthen the Whitney Museum's position as the

leading museum of American art.

A Program for the New Whitney Museum
The Trustees of the Whitney have launched a campaign

for the $8 million needed to construct the new Museum
and finance the new program it will make possible. Of
this, $6 million will be spent for land and construction and

$2 million for the expanded program. In early 1965, more
than $4 million was already in hand: $1.85 million realized

from the sale of the old building and over $2.3 million

in initial gifts from the Trustees and other friends of

the Whitney.

For the remaining funds, the Museum turns with

confidence to American philanthropy—private citizens,

foundations, and American business.

The new Whitney Museum, in addition to demon-
strating the continuing vitality of contemporary art.

will symbolize the lasting contributions of those

responsible for this significant step in the service of

American ai t.

It is fitting that those who lend outstanding and

substantial support to the Museum at this critical moment
in its history should receive tangible and lasting

recognition. The Museum itself bears the name of a

Top to bottom : Lachaisr; Tliicbaud;

Hartley; O'Keeffe; Hopper; Gottlieb.



Construction views at the site of the new Museum, 75th Street and Madison Avenue.

The building will he opened to the public in the spring of 1966.



woman whose concern for the American artist and

dedication to the cause of American art will always

he rememhered.

Accordingly, all galleries, public spaces, and other

facilities within the Museum's new building will be

available for memorial purposes, or can he contributed

in the name of a family or individual. Programs of

service and other special-purpose funds can also be

named in accordance with the donor's wishes.

Among the programs which can he named in this way
are curatorships, purchase funds, publication funds,

lectureships, film series, study and research funds, and

tours for visitors.

Information about these "named gift" opportunities can

he obtained from a campaign volunteer or directly from

the campaign headquarters of the Museum.
In addition, the Museum plans to honor all those who

render it substantial financial assistance, whether during

the campaign or during the years to come. A special

section of the main lobby in the new building will he

reserved for a listing of Benefactors (donors of $1 ()(),()()()

or more ) and Patrons ( donors of $50,000 or more ) . The

basis of selection will he a donor's total assistance to the

Museum, whether made in a single gift or cumulatively

over a period of time.

The diversity and scope of the Whitney Museum's

activities have long since outstripped the ability of a

single family to support. As the Museum has grown, it

has sought to support its growth by broadening its

constituency and by attracting more men and women of

stature to roles of leadership. The number of seats on the

Board of Trustees was recently expanded to 25—seven
of which are held by members of the Whitney family.

Thus, the Whitney Museum, which started as a family

undertaking, has developed into a truly public institution,

dedicated to the public interest, and dependent upon the

public for leadership and financial support.

How You Can Help the Whitney Museum
Tax laws of both the federal government and New York

State favor gifts to the Whitney Museum. Capital gift

commitments may be paid over a period of years to make
possible larger gifts and greater tax savings. Gifts to the

Museum need not be in cash alone. Substantial advantages

can be obtained by giving securities that have

appreciated in value, life insurance, art collections and

other property, or through trusts and bequests.

The Challenge — and the Reward
This, in brief, is the goal of A Program for the New
Whitney Museum—a building to match its needs, to extend

its influence, and to realize its full potential.

Thoughtful individuals, corporations, and foundations

art 1 more and more supporting art as a community

responsibility. Art today is taking its place with our older

philanthropic concerns for health, w elfare, and education.

Now, while Americans enjoy unprecedented leisure,

income, and education, they sense that a moment of fresh

opportunity for furthering the cause of art in this country

has arrived.

The Whitney Museum proposes to American

philanthropy a new frontier of service to American art.

It invites the participation of all Americans in building

an institution dedicated, on a national scale, to fostering

an awareness of our art as one of the great human needs

of our time.

Top to bottom : Prendergast; Soyer;

Pickett; Marca-Rclli; Tanguy; Zorach.



Whitney Museum of American Art

Board of Trustees

Arthur G. Altschul

John I. H. Baur

Henry F. du Pont

Armand G. Erpf

B. H. Friedman

Lloyd Goodrich

W. Barklie Henry
Flora Miller Irving, Vice President

Michael H. Irving

Mrs. John F. Kennedy
Flora W hitney Miller, President

G. Macculloch Miller

Hermon More (honorary)

Roy R. Neuberger

Mrs. Laurance S. Rockefeller

Robert W. Sarnoff (cx-officio)

Benno C. Schmidt

David M. Solinger

Alan H. Temple. Secretary-Treasure*

Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney

Mrs. John Hay W hitney

Administrative Staff

Lloyd Goodrich, Director

John I. II. Baur, Associate Director

John Gordon, Curator

Edward Bryant, Associate Curator

Irma Jaffe, Research Curator

Margaret McKellar, Executive Secretary

Leon Levine, Public Relations

Marie Appleton, Information and Sales

A Program for the New Whitney Museum
22 West 54th Street New York, New York 10019 PLaza 7-2277
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